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of the fresh water on the globe, Canada's share of the Great Lakes alone amounting 
to over 34,000 square miles, a total which of course does not include lake Winnipeg 
(9,457 square miles), lake Manitoba and others of even greater area. 

Still more important than the extent of the Canadian fishing grounds is the 
quality of their product. It is an axiom among authorities that food fishes improve 
in proportion to the purity and coldness of the waters from which they are taken. 
Judged by this standard, the Canadian cod, halibut, herring, mackerel, whitefish 
and salmon are the peers of any in the world. It is possible, therefore, to state 
that by far the most valuable fisheries of the western hemisphere, if not of the globe, 
belong to Canada. 

It will be seen from the above that it is impossible to deal with the Canadian 
fisheries in the aggregate; they are those of a continent rather than of a country, 
and are of corresponding diversity. Omitting the tremendous Hudson bay and 
peri-Arctic region, which extends from Ungava to Alaska and is known to contain 
a number of valuable food fisheries in addition to its whaling grounds, the Canadian 
fisheries may be divided into Atlantic, inland and Pacific fisheries. 

The Fishing Grounds of Canada. 

Atlantic Fishing Grounds 200,000 square miles. 
Inland Waters 137,000 
Hudson Bay 567,000 
Estuarian Fisheries of British Columbia and Pacific Ocean Fisheries. 

Atlantic Fisheries.—These were the first Canadian fisheries in point of time, 
and until 1918 they remained the most important in aggregate value of product. 
Cod, halibut, haddock, hake, herring, mackerel, lobster, oyster, hair seal and white 
whale fisheries are included. The estuarian and inland waters of the Maritime 
Provinces and of Quebec are sometimes considered as distinct; if they are added 
the list of products would embrace the salmon, the shad, the gaspereau (alewife), 
the smelt, the striped bass, the tom cod, the trout and the maskinonge\ Conditions 
are fairly uniform throughout these fisheries, which are commonly divided into the 
inshore and deep-sea fisheries. The inshore or coastal fishery is carried on in small 
boats, usually motor-driven, with crews of two or three men, and in small vessels 


